Assembly Procedure for
RTS Coaxial Contacts
Step 1) Slide the sealing grommet (basic and -9 only) or sealing sleeve
(-11 and -13 only) and/ or crimping sleeve on the cable before stripping.
NOTE: The sealing sleeve must be installed small I.D. first. Use isopropyl
alcohol to lubricate the cable and sleeve or grommet for ease of assembly.
Sealing grommet or sleeve
(if applicable)

Crimping Sleeve

Step 2) Prepare the cable as shown using appropriate stripping tools
Inner Conductor
Outer Conductor Braid
Inner Conductor
Outer Conductor Braid

.

For -1, -5, -12, & -13
Cable Groups
(and all special cables
having “F” min greater
than .116)
1/8- 5/32

For Basic, -9 &-11
Cable Groups
(and all special cables
having “F” max. of
.116 or less)
1/8- 5/32

NOTE: Dielectric (under braid) to be stripped flush with end of braid
Step 3) Terminate the inner contact to the cable inner conductor using 13500-251 crimping tool. The dielectric will butt against the end of the contact and the
inner conductor will be visible in the contact inspection hole if the cable
preparation and termination is properly done.
Step 4) Place the crimp support sleeve over the dielectric and under the outer
braid (see step 5 illustration).
Step 5) Separate the two halves of the split teflon grommet. Install one half of the
grommet into the support sleeve bore, pushing the grommet half into the bore

until it snaps behind the contact shoulder. Install the remaining grommet half in
the same manner.
Caution Note: After both grommet halves are installed, the contact
shoulder must be fully exposed forward of the grommet halves
Contact Shoulder
Crimping Sleeve
Split Teflon Grommet
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Inner Contact
Crimp Support Sleeve
Step 6) Insert the terminated inner contact assembly into the threaded end of the
contact outer body and tighten the outer body to the crimp support sleeve to 6
inch pounds maximum using a 13/64 open end wrench to hold the support sleeve
Important Note: Do not turn crimp support sleeve on cable during Step 6
Step 7) Push the crimping sleeve over the exposed outer conductor braid and
butt against the crimp support sleeve shoulder. Use the surgical scissors to trim
any braid wires which may be between the crimping sleeve and the support
sleeve shoulder. Crimp the sleeve to the support sleeve using the proper
crimping tool.
Important Note: Do not crimp sleeve prior to completing Step 6.
Crimping prior to this step may result in improper inner conductor location which
could cause intermittency during actual operating conditions.
Step 8) When the sealing sleeve is used (see Step 1), slide the sleeve over the
crimping sleeve and against the crimp support sleeve shoulder (use isopropyl
alcohol for lubrication).
Step 9) Place the assembled contact in the proper rear insert cavity. Position the
insertion tool around the crimping sleeve and against the shoulder of the support
sleeve. Push gently, keeping the contact, tool and cable straight until the contact
snaps into place. (With some larger cables the tool is placed around the cable
and against the rear of the crimping sleeve or the insertion tool may not be
required at all.)
Step 10) When the sealing grommet is used (see Step 1), slide the grommet
forward into the cavity until it snaps into the rear insert of the connector (use
isopropyl alcohol for lubrication).

